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1:49 Funny, it says toxic by ingestion. 

rdhayes06 2 days ago 17  

Great observation- The label says: DANGERS 
POISON-TOXIC BY INGESTION Target Organs - 
Heart, Kidneys, Bones, Central Nervous System, 
Gastrointestinal System, Teeth. DO NOT GET IN 
EYES OR ON SKIN- DO NOT INGEST, INHALE, 
WEAR PROPER RESPIRATOR.

91177info 2 days ago 17  

@mispistoleros What do you mean? I always have Chinese fluoride. It goes great 
with my Al Qaeda waffles. 

ryanrayonec 2 days ago 22  

Respond to this video... 
          

They shouldn't be concerned about what's IN the fluoride from China, don't import 
any of it, quit adding fluoride to ANY water, the evidence is in, it doesn't help your 
teeth it harms them as well as your bones and many other metabolic activities in 
your body. Total junk science, never approved by the FDA yet millions of people are 
drinking this poison...wonder where all our health problems come from? Start with 
the water and foods/drinks made with it.
cinnful1 15 minutes ago 

Too bad it's added to most of our foods now to. Fluoride is why people won't do 
squat about it.
NewWorldReport 15 minutes ago 

Fluoride is a traditional rat poison. In water it ends up in too many products and 
accumulates in your body. Seems like the medical industry wants to keep us ill and 
paying while the government wants us to die off before collecting too many 
entitlements.
newranger2 1 hour ago 
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The most insane thing is that they are adding sodium fluoride to the water in the first 
place yet no one bats on eye lid. Sodium fluoride is just as toxic as lead at the same 
levels, yet no-one bats an eye lid. Fucking sad.
MrSmibby 2 hours ago 

The Chinese fluoride poison is a safe good toxic poison and has been certified as 
being safe so drink up and be happy your drinking 'good' poison as opposed to other 
'bad' poisons! We are living in an insane world people! wake up
keiththegreatest 2 hours ago 

@Silverpup67 They also have those same warnings on toothpaste : do not ingest , 
call poison phone line if swallowed etc.

Thankfully you can buy fluoride free toothpaste these days.
BassGoesBoom1 3 hours ago 

@badattitude77769 The truth is, they want pure fluoride. That's how stupid people 
are.
randalljones58 3 hours ago 

This might be drama, but is cool that people are seeing the truth.
badattitude77769 4 hours ago 

calgary just removed it. To me that means utter admittance. Confession
Pandamonia 4 hours ago 

An unbelievable sight to see men pouring poison into the water people drink!
feastures 4 hours ago 
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